Abstract
Background
The competition between alternative H-bonded structures (HBSs) is an important aspect of crystal polymorphism. The polymorphic forms of an organic compound may contain different HBSs which are based on the same set of (conventional [1] ) H-bond donor (D-H) and acceptor (A) functions. Similarly, chemically distinct molecules with identical H-bond functions may form different HBSs, leading to the question of how molecular structure and H-bond preferences are correlated with one another.
The dimer versus catemer competition ( Fig. 1 ) in small carboxylic acids [2, 3] is an example for two HBSs which are based on identical D-H and A sites but differ in the multiplicity of their H-bond connections (two-point vs. one-point).
The stabilisation contribution from a molecule-molecule interaction involving two H-bonds exceeds that from each of two alternative one-point interactions significantly. Polymorphs differing in the multiplicity of their H-bond connections therefore also differ substantially in the relative distribution of energy contributions from individual molecule-molecule interactions, whereas the lattice energy differences for polymorph pairs of small organic molecules are typically very small [4] [5] [6] (<2 kJ mol −1 for 50 % of pairs and >7.2 kJ mol −1 for only 5 % of pairs [7] ). This means that compensation effects arising from the packing of multiple HBS instances may be critical for the competition between one-point and multiple-point HBSs. In order to gain a better understanding of the nature of this competition, the molecule-molecule interactions in the corresponding crystals need to be examined in their entirety.
Aside from small carboxylic acids [2, 3, 8] and aromatic urea dicarboxylic acids [9] , competing one-point/multiple-point H-bond motifs occur for example in uracils [10] , carbamazepine and its analogues [11] [12] [13] [14] , compound DB7 [15] , aripiprazole [16] [17] [18] , sulfonamides [19] [20] [21] and in barbiturates [22] [23] [24] . The 5,5-disubstituted derivatives of barbituric acid display a rigid 2,4,6-pyrimidinetrione skeleton whose two N-H and three carbonyl groups can serve as donor and acceptor sites, respectively, of N-H···O=C bonds. The rigid geometry of the 2,4,6-pyrimidinetrione fragment predetermines the geometries of intermolecular N-H···O=C bonds (Fig. 2) within the ensuing 1-, 2-or 3-periodic HBSs (chains, layers and frameworks). As a result of these restrictions, only a limited number of experimental HBSs are found in this set of barbiturates [23] (see Table 1 ), and these HBSs are based on different combinations of one-point and two-point N-H···O=C-bond connections (o-and t-connections).
A prototypical barbiturate is phenobarbital [Pbtl, 5-ethyl-5-phenyl-2,4,6(1H, 3H, 5H)-pyrimidinetrione, Scheme 1] which is a sedative and anticonvulsant agent, applied as an anaesthetic and in the treatment of epilepsy and neonatal seizures. The polymorphism of Pbtl has been studied extensively [25] [26] [27] and eleven polymorphic forms, denoted by I-XI, are known [28] [29] [30] [31] . Forms I-VI are relatively stable at ambient conditions. Their experimental order of stability at 20 °C is I > II > III > IV > V/VI [26] , and they can be produced by sublimation (I-VI) or crystallisation from solution (I-III; IV only as an intermediate [32] ) or from the melt (IV-VI). Each of the modifications VII-XI can be obtained only in a melt film preparation and only in the presence of a specific second barbiturate as a structural template ("isomorphic seeding") [25] . Crystal structure reports exist for I-III (Table 2) [26, 33, 34] , several solvates [35] and a monohydrate [36] of Pbtl.
Herein we report single crystal structure determinations for forms IV and V. A structure model for polymorph X was derived from an isostructural cocrystal. The polymorphs I-V and X contain five distinct N-H···O=C-bond motifs (or combinations of such motifs) with different quantitative proportions of o-and t-connections. Interaction energies associated with these HBSs were systematically compared using specific energy contributions of molecule-molecule interactions obtained from semi-classical density sums (SCDS-PIXEL) calculations [37] [38] [39] [40] . An optimisation of molecular geometry was carried out and the intramolecular energy penalties of the experimental molecular geometries were determined. Using the XPac method [41] , the new crystal data for V, VI and X were compared to theoretical Pbtl structures from a previous study [42] .
Results

Hydrogen-bonded structures
The Cambridge Structural Database (version 5.35) [43] and recent literature contain the 53 unique crystal structures of barbituric acid and its 5-substituted derivatives listed in Table 1 . These crystals have in common that each of the two N-H groups per molecule is engaged in a single intermolecular N-H···O=C interaction. The availability of three carbonyl groups per molecule enables various H-bond connectivity modes, whereas the inflexible arrangement of the D and A functionalities within the 2,4,6(1H,3H)-pyrimidinetrione unit predetermines the geometry of the resulting H-bonded structures. Altogether, 13 distinct H-bonded chain, layer or framework structures have been identified so far (Table 2) , with onedimensional structures, specifically the loop chains C-1 and C-2, dominating this set of barbiturates (Table 1) . For the purpose of classification, one has to distinguish between the carbonyl group at C2 on the one hand and the two topologically equivalent carbonyl groups at C4 and C6 on the other (Fig. 2) . 1 The observed HBSs contain [4, 0] and [2, 1] is permitted for uninodal nets. The structures C-5 (form VI) and L-3 (forms I and II) are both binodal, i.e. they feature two sets of topologically distinct molecules, whereas the layer L-6 [23] contains three molecule types with distinct
H-bond connectivity modes. In these cases, condition (1) applies for N o and N t parameters averaged over the HBS (Table 2) .
Molecules forming the loop chains C-1 and C-2 ( Fig. 2 ) are linked by two antiparallel t-connections so that [N o ,
The underlying topology of each of C-1 and C-2 is that of a simple chain. In an alternative graphset description according to Etter [44, 45] , their "loops" represent R 2 2 (8) rings. The C-1 type (form X) contains two topologically distinct R 2 2 (8) rings in which either two O2 or two O4/6 sites are employed, whereas in a C-2 chain (forms I, II and III) only O4/6 acceptor sites 
Ethyl Phenyl Phenobarbital I L-3 + C-2 PHBARB07 [26] are employed, and all its R (Fig. 2) . Via C4/6 carbonyl groups, they form two parallel N-H···O=C bonded strands which are offset against one another by one half of a period along the translation vector. N-H···O=C bonding between the strands via C2 carbonyl groups results in fused R 3 3 (12) rings. Four o-connections per molecule are also present in the layer structure L-2 [46] which has the topology of the (4,4) net and in the dia framework F-1 [47] .
In an L-3 layer (forms I and II), molecules of type A are linked into C-2 chains and B-type molecules serve as N-H···O=C bonded bridges between these chains (Fig. 2) . In molecule A, the H-bond acceptor functions of the carbonyl groups at C4 and C6 are each employed twice, whereas none of the carbonyl groups of molecule B is involved in hydrogen bonding. Each molecule A forms two t-connections to A molecules and o-connections to two B molecules. There are no H-bonds between B molecules. The [N o , N t ] parameters for molecules A and B are [2, 2] and [2, 0] , respectively, and the overall [N o , N t ] parameter combination for the L-3 layer is [2, 1] .
The binodal tape C-5 ( Fig. 2) is a novel structure found exclusively in the Pbtl polymorph VI. Molecules of type A are linked, by o-connections via C4 carbonyl groups, into two parallel strands. Additionally, the C4 and C2 carbonyl groups of molecules A and B, respectively, are employed in an asymmetrical and antiparallel t-connection. Molecule A forms also an o-connection to a second B molecule via its C2 carbonyl group. There are no H-bonds between B molecules, which serve as H-bridges between two strands. The molecule types A and B have See Fig. 2 Table 2 and an illustration of the variations in N o and N t is given in Fig. 3 .
SCDS-PIXEL calculations
Total PIXEL energies of individual molecule-molecule interactions (E T ) can be divided into contributions from Coulombic (E C ), polarisation (E P ), dispersion (E D ) and repulsion (E R ) terms. The polarisation energy is not pairwise additive (many-body effect) so that the total PIXEL energy for the crystal, E T,Cry , differs slightly from the sum of all individual PIXEL interaction energies E T,Σ .
For the Pbtl polymorphs, this difference is 2-3 kJ mol −1
(<2.5 % of E T,Cry ; see Table 3 ).
Various aspects of the PIXEL calculation for each polymorph will be visualised in a special kind of diagram whose data points represent molecule-molecule interactions energies accounting for at least 95 % of E T,Cry , with internal HBS interactions separated from contacts between different instances of the HBS (labelled @1, @2,…). Moreover, sums of PIXEL energies will be compared in order to assess relative contributions from certain groups of interactions. The molecule-molecule interactions in each crystal structure will be ranked in descending order of their stability contributions (#1, #2, #3…), with symmetry equivalence indicated by a prime (e.g. #1/1′).
Polymorphs containing exclusively or predominantly t-connections, i.e. X (C-1), III (C-2), I and II (C-2 + L-3), will be discussed first, followed by forms V (C-3) and VI (C-5). PIXEL energies do not account for differences in molecular conformation, and this topic will be discussed in a separate section. Detailed results of SCDS-PIXEL calculations are given in Additional file 1: Fig. S7 and Tables S1-S12.
HBS type C-1: polymorph X
The structure of polymorph X has not been determined from single crystal data. Melt film experiments [25] indicated it to be isostructural with the co-crystal of Pbtl with 5-ethyl-5-(pentan-2-yl)barbituric acid (pentobarbital). The asymmetric unit of this co-crystal (space group C2/c) consists of a single barbiturate molecule whose R 5′ substituent is disordered between the pentan-2-yl and phenyl groups of the two chemical components [48] . An approximate structure model for polymorph X was derived by removing the pentan-2-yl disorder fragment from the co-crystal structure (Additional file 1: Section 8).
The C-1 structure (Fig. 2 ) is defined by two independent t-connections with very similar interaction energies (#1: −47.5 kJ mol ; A: O2), with a crystallographic two-fold axis passing through the centre of the respective R 2 2 (8) ring. As expected, these interactions are dominated by the E C term and the C-1 tape contains no significant non-Hbonded interactions (Fig. 4a) .
Each Pbtl molecule interacts with eight other molecules belonging to four different C-1 chains, i.e. @1 (#3, #4, #9), @2 (#6/6′, #8), @3 (#5) and @4 (#9). Each of the eight interactions (PIXEL energies −19.7 to −12.1 kJ mol
) is dominated by the E D term (Additional file 1: Table S12 ). The chain-chain contact @1 involves the mutual interdigitation of phenyl groups (#3, #4) and contact @2 the interdigitation of ethyl groups (#6/6′) (Figs. 4b, 5). Internal C-1 interactions contribute 39 % to the E T,Cry value of −121.1 kJ mol
, whilst @1 and @2 account for 21 and 18 %, respectively, of E T,Cry . A number of 2D and 3D packing relationships between barbiturates are based on the packing motif of the centrosymmetric chain pair @2 [25, 49] .
Each of the molecule-molecule interactions #3, #5 and #8 involves a pair of symmetry-related C-H···O contacts (H···O = 2.51-2.68 Å and CHO = 140°-170° and a significant E C contribution (−9.1 to −9.8 kJ mol ). These C-H···O contacts are formed between the phenyl group (#3) or the CH 2 group (#5) and the C4/6 carbonyl group not involved in classical H-bonds or between the methyl and the C2 carbonyl group (#8; for details, see Additional file 1: Table S12 ).
HBS type C-2: polymorph III
The structure of III (space group P2 1 /c) contains one independent molecule. Its C-2 chain ( ) is still higher than E C for interaction #4. A similar (phenyl)C-H···O=C contact geometry (H···O 2.61 Å, CHO = 151°), also involving the C2 carbonyl group, is associated with interaction #10/10′, but here the E C contribution is just −5.5 kJ mol , and the interactions with molecules belonging to four neighbouring chains @1 (2 pairwise interactions), @2 (2), @3 (2) and @4 (3) account for 17, 13, 12 and 11 %, respectively, of (Figs. 6, 7 ). This situation differs somewhat from the packing of C-1 chains in X which is dominated by just two chain-chain interactions (@1, @2) which contribute 40 % of E T,Cry .
HBS types L-3 + C-2: polymorph I
The crystal structure of form I (space group P2 1 /c) contains three independent molecules, labelled A-C. A and B molecules are linked into an L-3 layer (Fig. 2) . This layer consists of C-2 chains, formed exclusively by A molecules, and bridging B molecules. The L-3 structures lie parallel to (010) and alternate with stacks of C-2 chains composed of C molecules (Additional file 1: Fig. S4 ). The two distinct C-2 chains formed by A and C molecules differ in that the former (as part of a L-3 layer) possess glide symmetry, whereas the latter contain inversion centres (Additional file 1: Fig. S5 ). The energy associated with the centrosymmetric t-interaction between A molecules is −49.2 kJ mol , are very similar to the corresponding values for the C-2 chains formed by A molecules and in polymorph III.
Internal H-bond and non-H-bond interactions of the L-3 layer account for 54 % and internal C-2 chain interactions of C molecules account for 13 % of E T,Σ . Contacts between L-3 layers (molecules A + B) and C-2 stacks (molecule C) contribute 19 % to E T,Σ (@1), and the contacts @2 and @3 between neighbouring C-2 chains contribute 5 and 4 %, respectively (Figs. 8, 9 ). Due to their fundamentally different environments and different 
HBS types L-3 + C-2: polymorph II
Polymorph II (space group P 1) is a Z′ = 3 structure whose molecules A and B are linked into an L-3 layer, whilst C-type molecules form a C-2 chain, and it exhibits a very close 2D packing similarity with polymorph I [26] . In fact, the only fundamental difference between these two modifications is the symmetry of the C-2 chain formed by the respective A-type molecules (I: glide symmetry, II: inversion; see Additional file 1: Fig. S4 ).
The comparison of interaction energy diagrams (Additional file 1: Fig. S7 ; see also Tables S1-S6) shows that this packing similarity results in a striking similarity of corresponding pairwise interaction energies. Therefore, the general assessment of relative energy contributions attributable to L-3 and C-2 units and to their packing in polymorph I (previous section) is also valid for polymorph II.
HBS type C-3: polymorph V
Williams [36] reported space group and unit cell data for polymorph V which indicated a crystal structure with two independent molecules, and these data are consistent, after unit cell transformation, with those of the full crystal structure analysis carried out by us (see footnote a of Table 3 ). Form V has the space group symmetry P2 1 /c and contains two independent molecules, labelled A and B. It contains N-H···O=C bonded C-3 tapes (Fig. 10 ) which are arranged parallel to [010] .
Each molecule forms o-connections to four neighbouring molecules. A and B molecules are linked into separate H-bonded strands with translation symmetry, which are offset against one another by one half of a translation period. The linkage between the two parallel strands via N-H···O=C bonds results in fused R Tables S1-S3 ). The mean plane of the pyrimidine ring of the central molecule is drawn, H atoms are omitted for clarity and H-bonds are indicated by blue lines strands, which is the result of higher (by 9.9-6.4 kJ mol −1 ) dispersion terms. Two H-bonded molecules belonging to different strands have fewer van der Waals interactions with one another than two H-bonded molecules within the same strand (Fig. 11b, c) . Moreover, the PIXEL energies of the o-connections #5/5′ and #10/10′ are very similar to those of seven non-H-bond interactions (#7, #8/8′, #12/12′, #14/14′; −23.5 to −20.9 kJ mol ). The sum of all pairwise interaction energies involving molecule A is 6.5 kJ mol −1 higher than the corresponding sum for molecule B. This reflects somewhat different packing environments which are associated with different molecular conformations (see below). Internal C-3 interactions account for 46 % of E T,Cry . The C-3 tapes are arranged in centrosymmetric pairs (@2, see Fig. 12 ) in such a way that the pyrimidine rings of the two tapes are somewhat offset against one another, the ethyl groups are oriented towards the centre of the centrosymmetric unit and the phenyl rings are oriented in the opposite direction. Other centrosymmetric pairs of C-3 chains result in the mutual antiparallel interdigitation of sets of phenyl groups (@1, @3). The chain-chain interactions involve either three (@1) or two (@2 and @3) of the most stabilising non-H-bond interactions mentioned above (see Fig. 11a ). The chain-chain interactions @1, @2 and @3 account for 21, 16 and 9 %, respectively, of E T,Cry . This means that 84 % of the stabilisation of the lattice is derived from columnar stacks of C-3 tapes parallel to [001] which involve the interactions @1 and @2 (Fig. 12) .
HBS type C-5: polymorph VI
Polymorph VI has the space group symmetry P2 1 /n and contains two independent molecules, labelled A and B. It contains the novel N-H···O=C bonded tape structure C-5 (see Fig. 2 ) which possesses 2 1 symmetry. The two molecule types differ in their H-bond connectivity. Each A molecule forms three o-connections (to two A molecules and one B molecule) and one t-connection (to a second B molecule). Each B molecule forms one o-and one t-connection to A-type molecules (Fig. 10b) .
The presence of two parallel strands of H-bonded molecules is reminiscent of the C-3 tape. The C-5 type displays an unusual asymmetric R ) all involve molecules which belong to a single neighbouring C-5 tape (@1; see Figs. 13a, 14) . Each of these molecule-molecule interactions is dominated by the E D term as a result of extensive van der Waals contacts, mainly between phenyl groups. In the structure of polymorph VI, each instance of C-5 is surrounded by six other C-5 tapes (three symmetrical interaction pairs, @1, @2, @3; Fig. 14) . The chain-chain interaction @1 defines, together with the internal C-5 interactions, the packing within 101 planes which accounts for 85 % of E T,Cry and @1 alone accounts for 21 %. Interactions @2 (six molecule-molecule contacts) and @3 (two molecule-molecule contacts) account for approximately 10 and 5 %, respectively, of the stabilisation energy.
Molecular geometry
The PIXEL energy (E T,Cry ) is an intermolecular energy derived by integration over the isolated molecule charge densities placed in the crystal structure. The electrostatic contribution (E C,Cry ) is rigorously derived by this procedure and various approximations are used to estimate the polarisation (induction; E P,Cry ), dispersion (E D,Cry ) and repulsion (E R,Cry ) contributions to the intermolecular lattice energy. To make the PIXEL crystal energies of different Pbtl polymorphs comparable with one another, we have estimated the intramolecular energy penalties (∆E intra ) of their experimental conformations (Additional file 1: Table S13 ) with respect to the global conformational energy minimum. The obtained ∆E intra values were then added to the PIXEL energy E T,Cry .
The geometry of a Pbtl molecule can be characterised by two parameters, the torsion angle ф describing the ethyl rotation and the twist angle ω between the phenyl and pyrimidine rings [42] (Fig. 15a) . The ф values for all previously reported experimental conformations lie within the narrow range of 0° ± 5°, indicating that the ethyl orientation perpendicular to the pyrimidinetrione ring might be the preferred one in the solid state of Pbtl. At the same time there is a wide variation in the corresponding ω angles from 0° to 75°, which is in agreement with the free rotability of the phenyl group as derived from energy scans for an isolated molecule in the gas phase.
Like all the previously reported Pbtl forms, the conformations of molecule A of polymorph V, (ф, ω) = (−3°, 31°) and both independent Pbtl molecules of polymorph VI, A: (ф, ω) = (−1°, 77°) and B: (ф, ω) = (1°, 42°) are located in the global energy minimum 'valley' (Fig. 15b) . . The fact that modification V was obtained only from the melt or by sublimation, but never from solution crystallisation experiments, may indicate that a conformation related to the global energy minimum 'valley' is preferred in solution.
Comparison of IV, V and X with previous crystal structure predictions
Pbtl was used by Day et al. [42] as a model flexible molecule in a structure prediction study. 72 structures within 5 kJ mol −1 of the global minimum were identified as possible candidates for new polymorphs (in addition to the previously published forms I-III). Six additional Z′ = 2 candidate structures for polymorph V were proposed because they matched the original space group symmetry P2 1 /c and the reduced cell (a = 12.66, b = 6.75, c = 26.89 Å; β = 99.9°) of Williams' [36] original cell (a = 12.66, b = 6.75, c = 27.69 Å; β = 106.9°). However, we note that the 100010101 transformation involved in this unit cell reduction implies a simultaneous transformation of the space group symmetry from P2 1 /c to P2 1 /n. Using the program XPac [41, 50] , we have compared the new structure models for polymorphs V, VI and X with the 78 theoretical Pbtl structures proposed by Day et al. [42] .
There is no complete 3D match for the experimental structure of V, but one of the Z′ = 2 candidates for form V (#6) with an energy difference from the global minimum of 7.71 kJ mol −1 (see Table 2 of Ref. [42] ) displays certain features which are reminiscent of the experimental structure of V (Additional file 1: Fig. S8 ). Both structures contain centrosymmetric pairs of C-3 chains (propagating along [010]) which are arranged into stacks along the a-axis in such a way that phenyl groups belonging to neighbouring chain pairs interdigitate (Fig. 16) . However, they differ fundamentally in the packing mode between adjacent stacks of H-bonded chains. The molecular conformations (ф, ω) = (1°, −21°) and (5°, 23°) for this theoretical structure are both well within the "valley" of low-energy conformations close to ф = 0°, whereas in the experimental structure one molecule shows an atypical ethyl rotation with ф = −129° (see Fig. 15 ).
No close match was found for form VI, and it seems that its unique C-5 chain does not occur in any of the theoretical structures. However, there is a very close 3D match between the derived structure model for polymorph X (Table 3) 
Discussion
The PIXEL energies for all symmetrical (C-1, C-2, L-3) and asymmetrical (C-5) t-connections in Pbtl polymorphs lie between −45.4 and −49.2 kJ mol −1 ( Table 4 ). The reason for this relatively narrow range is that the rigid R 2 2 (8) ring geometry permits only small variations in van der Waals interactions and therefore dispersion contributions. The geometry of an o-connection is much less constrained than that of a t-connection, and the corresponding PIXEL energies (−23.1 to −40.5 kJ mol −1 ) can therefore vary by a wide margin. For example, the stabilisation contribution from the strongest o-connection encountered in this study (#5/5′ in the L-3 layer of I) is 5 kJ mol −1 lower than that from the weakest t-connection (#1/1′ in the C-2 chain of III), whereas the four weakest o-interactions in the C-3 chain of V (#5/5′, #10/10′) are only just as stabilising as the three strongest non-H-bond interactions in the same crystal structure (#7, #8/8′) (see Fig. 11a ). The implied compensation effect arises from a large variation in the dispersion term (e.g. #10/10′:
). The observation that enhanced dispersion contributions can fully compensate for the absence of classical H-bonding contradicts the conventional view that H-bonds always dominate the interaction hierarchy but is consistent with recent analyses of chiral carboxylic acids [8] and primary amines [51] .
The (internal) molecule-molecule interactions within an HBS can be classified as being either H-bonded (via an o-or t-connection) or non-H-bonded. The latter type is relevant for the complex C-5 tape and L-3 layer structures where it accounts for a PIXEL energy sum of −17 kJ mol −1 (VI) and approximately −39 kJ mol −1 (I, II), respectively. The first coordination shell of a molecule is of limited size and usually comprises no more than 14 significant interactions with other molecules. Therefore, the total number N HBS of internal (H-bond or non-Hbond) of a central molecule is an important characteristic of an HBS.
The average internal energy contribution (E HBS,Σ ) from a C-1 or C-2 loop chain (N HBS = 2) is −47 kJ mol , respectively, lower than this C-1/C-2 value. Hence, HBSs containing exclusively t-connections result in the lowest and complex tape or layer structures result in the highest internal stabilisation contributions (Table 4) . However, its lower N HBS number means that the first coordination shell of a t-connected Fig. 16 a Crystal structure of form V of Pbtl (space group P2 1 /n) and b the closest predicted structure for form V (space group setting P2 1 /c) from Ref. [42] . Each structure is viewed along the b-axis, the direction of translation of its C-3 chains. Ethyl and phenyl groups are coloured orange and blue, respectively, and O and H engaged in N-H···O interactions are shown as balls; other H atoms are omitted for clarity. Note the fundamental differences in the packing of neighbouring ab planes composed of C-3 chain pairs molecule offers more accessible molecule sites for external interactions than that of an o-connected molecule. Specifically, a molecule in a C-1 or C-2 chain can engage in two more significant external interactions with molecules belonging to neighbouring chains than a molecule within a C-3 chain structure. These additional interactions should easily enable a compensation for the internal advantage of C-3 over C1/C-2 (≈9 kJ mol −1 ). Therefore, the comparison of E HBS,Σ and N HBS values suggests that an HBS with t-connections (C-1/C-2) should be inherently more favourable than any alternative HBS which is based solely on o-connections (C-3). In order for the latter to be a viable competitor, it has to enable a set of significantly more favourable external (packing) interactions in comparison to the former.
To analyse the packing effects associated with different HBS types, sums of molecule-molecule interaction energies, corrected for ΔE intra , have been plotted in a diagram (Fig. 17) . For each polymorph, a series of molecular clusters was generated by sequentially adding the 14 most important molecule-molecule interactions (first coordination shell) in descending order of their contributions to the lattice energy. For Z′ > 1 structures (I, V, VI), separate cluster series were generated for independent molecules, whose energy sums were averaged. Each data point in Fig. 17 corresponds to a specific cluster size and represents the difference in energy sums between the indicated polymorph and form III. As mentioned above, HBSs dominated by t-connections (I-III, X) are favoured if only the strongest interactions are taken into account.
For all Pbtl polymorphs, the cluster of size 4 contains the complete set of H-bond interactions. Corrected PIXEL energy sums for these clusters in forms I, II (both N t = 4/3) and III, X (both N t = 2) lie within a 2.4 kJ mol −1 interval, whereas the corresponding value for polymorph V (N t = 0) exceeds that of form III by more than 12 kJ mol , respectively, are obtained. This means that the initial "disadvantage" of V has disappeared completely at cluster size 9, and V even becomes slightly more favourable than III at cluster size 11. If all weak contributions are taken into account, III has an overall 5.5 kJ mol −1 advantage over V. The plot in Fig. 17 illustrates that HBSs based on multiple H-bond connections result in the highest initial stabilisation of small clusters and that HBSs based on o-connections may overcome their inherent "disadvantage" only if they possess superior crystal packing characteristics.
An HBS based on multiple-point connections is more compact and often also of lower dimensionality than an alternative which contains exclusively o-connections (e.g. dimer vs. catemer or C-1/C-2 vs. C-3). Therefore, a higher number of theoretical 3D packing options exist for a multiple-point HBS than for a one-point competitor so that it seems likely that more viable crystal packing arrangements would emerge for the former than for the latter. Moreover, compact entities with multiple-point connections may be more likely to exist prior to nucleation and could therefore be kinetically favoured. The domination of the barbiturate set of crystal structures by C-1 and C-2 chains (Table 1) could be interpreted in terms of a general preference for HBSs which are based on multiple-point connections. 2 As discussed above, an interaction between two non-H bonded molecules which involves strong dispersion effects can be as stabilising as an o-interaction with 2 The fact that only 12 of the theoretical low energy structures reported by Day et al. [35] contain C-1 or C-2 chains may be due to modelling errors. We note also that 15 of the 72 predicted Pbtl structures contain one NH group which is not engaged in an intermolecular N−H•••O interaction, a characteristic not encountered in any relevant experimental crystal structures of Pbtl analogues (Table 1) . a smaller dispersion contribution (polymorph V). The importance of dispersion interactions [51] is not usually recognised in crystal structure discussions, which tend to focus on the interpretation of intermolecular atomatom distances (with reference to van der Waals radii and standard geometries), for example in terms of conventional or weak hydrogen bonds [52, 53] . The formation of conventional N-H···O=C bonds in barbiturates is largely predictable (but not the exact characteristics of the resulting HBS). By contrast, short intermolecular C-H···O contacts [1] , which usually involve a small but significant Coulombic contribution, occur in a rather irregular fashion (see footnotes for Additional file 1: Tables S1-S12). However, in each such case, the crystal contains at least one other molecule-molecule interaction with a lower or only slightly higher PIXEL energy which involves neither an N-H···O=C bond nor a short C-H···O contact. The size of associated E C terms (relative to differences in E D between individual moleculemolecule interactions) as well as the irregularity of their occurrence suggest an opportunistic rather than systematic formation of short C-H···O contacts in Pbtl polymorphs as part of an effort to optimise the stability of the crystal. The SCDS-PIXEL method allows the comparison of energy sums E T,Σ(A, B,…) of interactions originating from the crystallographically distinct molecule types (A, B,…) of a Z′ > 1 structure [54] . In the case of forms I and II, E T,Σ(A) is approximately 20 and 40 kJ mol −1 lower than E T,Σ(C) and E T,Σ(B) , respectively (Table 3) , which reflects the different involvement of the three independent molecules in o-and t-connections, e.g. (Fig. 7 in Ref. [54] ) suggests that the differences in E T,Σ(A, B,…) found in Pbtl forms I and II are unusually large.
In order to demonstrate that the results of the PIXEL calculations presented above are both realistic and consistent, we have attempted to rank the Pbtl polymorphs according to their PIXEL energies and have compared the result with available experimental data. This ranking was based on PIXEL energy sums, E T,Σ (Table 3) , rather than total PIXEL energies, E T,Cry , which are not possible to calculate for the Z′ = 3 polymorphs I and II. Due to the non-additive character of the polarisation contribution, the E T,Σ value obtained for each of III, V, VI and X is between 1.7 and 3.0 kJ mol −1 lower than the corresponding E T,Cry value. In order to make the PIXEL crystal energies of all Pbtl forms comparable to one another, experimental molecular conformations (Additional file 1: Table S13) were estimated with respect to the global conformational energy minimum, individual ΔE intra values were calculated (Table 3 ) and added to E T,Cry . The stability order implied by this procedure is III > I > II > VI > X > V, where the first three forms differ by just 1.7 kJ mol
. This result is in good overall agreement with the findings of a previous experimental study (see Table 3 ) [26] . Low-temperature (173 K; II, V, VI, X) as well as room-temperature (I, III) structure models were used for our PIXEL calculations. On the basis of a previous report [55] describing two separate PIXEL calculations performed with a room-temperature and a low-temperature structure model of olanzapine, we estimate that the E T,Σ values quoted for I and III in Table 3 should be corrected by approximately −2 % to adjust for different temperatures. Moreover, an optimisation of the model for X (derived from the disordered co-crystal structure) would probably have resulted in a slightly lower E T,Σ .
The ΔE intra contributions of the experimental conformations located in the global energy minimum 'valley' were estimated to lie within a range of 0.3-8.9 kJ mol ). This higher ΔE intra penalty is compensated for by more stable intermolecular interactions.
Conclusions
There cannot be a straightforward answer to the question whether, for a given group of compounds, an HBS based on multiple-point connections should generally be more favourable than an alternative HBS containing one-point connections ("dimer or catemer?"). Beside geometry restraints and factors such as accessibility and relative strength of H-bond donor and acceptor functions, the competition between alternative HBSs is governed by an interplay between internal energy contributions (from H-bond and non-H-bond molecule-molecule interactions) and stabilisation effects arising from the packing of multiple HBS instances. An HBS based on multiple-point H-bond connections (i.e. a dimer or a C-1 chain) possesses a more compact architecture than a one-point alternative (i.e. a catemer or a C-3 tape) and offers a higher number of packing alternatives, which may ultimately result in a higher number of potentially viable low-energy structures. The observation that 60 % of the experimental crystal structures of barbiturates listed in Table 1 contain HBSs which are based exclusively on t-connections may be interpreted in this regard. However, the importance of (external) HBS packing characteristics implies that the competition situation between alternative HBSs can be critically affected by relatively small differences in molecular geometry, for example by the size of the C5 ring substituents in the case of the aforementioned barbiturates.
Experimental
Materials
The Pbtl sample used in this study was purchased from Mallinckrodt Chemical Works (U.S.P. XIII Powder, USA) and consisted of a mixture of forms I and II.
Preparation of forms V and VI
Fine needles of V were obtained, together with crystals of II and III from sublimation experiments carried out on a Kofler hot bench, using a setup of two glass slides separated by a 1 cm spacer ring and a sublimation temperature of 135 °C (Additional file 1: Fig. S1 ). Single crystals of V, stored at 5 °C, were stable for at least 2 months, whereas a melt film of form V was previously reported to have transformed into either II or III within hours [26] .
Polymorph VI was produced, on a hot bench, by the melting and partial dissolution of Pbtl powder immersed in paraffin oil and subsequent crystallisation at 100° C. Prismatic single crystals and spherical polycrystalline aggregates of VI were obtained (Additional file 1: Fig. S1 ).
The identity of the obtained crystals with the Pbtl polymorphs V and VI was established by comparison of their IR spectra with reference data recorded in a previous study [26] (Additional file 1: Fig. S6 ).
Single-crystal X-ray structure analysis 3 Intensity data were collected, using Cu radiation (V) or Mo radiation (VI), on an Oxford Diffraction Gemini-R Ultra diffractometer operated by the CrysAlis software [56] . The data were corrected for absorption effects by means of comparison of equivalent reflections using the program SADABS [57] . The structures were solved using the direct methods procedure in SHELXS97 and refined by full-matrix least squares on F 2 using SHELXL97 [58]. Non-hydrogen atoms were refined anisotropically. Hydrogen atoms were located in difference maps and those bonded to carbon atoms were fixed in idealised positions. NH hydrogen atoms were refined with a distance restraint of N-H = 0.88(2) Å. In the case of V, the displacement parameters of H atoms were set to 1.2U eq (for NH, CH and CH 2 ) or 1.5U eq (for the CH 3 group) of the parent N or C atom. In the case of VI, these parameters were refined freely. The molecular structures are shown in Additional file 1: Figs. S2 and S3 and the geometric parameters of hydrogen bonds are listed in Table 5 . The crystal structure data of polymorphs V (CCDC 1035977) and VI (CCDC 103598) have been deposited with Cambridge Crystallographic Data Centre.
Calculation of specific energy contributions
Intermolecular interaction energies were calculated with the semi-classical density sums (SCDS-PIXEL) [37] [38] [39] [40] method using the program OPiX [59] . Details of these calculations are available in section 5 of Additional file 1. The structure models listed in Table 3 were used, and C-H and N-H distances were re-calculated to standard lengths within OPiX. No optimisation of the molecular geometry was performed. An electron density map was calculated on a three-dimensional grid with a step size of 0.08 Å at the MP2/6-31G(d,p) level using Gaussian 09 [60] . A PIXEL condensation factor of 3 was applied, giving superpixels with dimensions 0.24 × 0.24 × 0.24 Å calculations yielded interaction energies partitioned into Coulombic, polarisation, dispersion and repulsion terms with an expected accuracy of 1-2 kJ mol −1 . No more than two independent molecules can be processed in a single OPiX procedure. Three separate calculations were therefore carried out for each of the Z′ = 3 forms I and II in order to obtain a full set of pairwise interaction energies.
Potential-energy surface scan
The deformation energy for the Pbtl molecule was computed on a 13 × 13 grid, equivalent to a 30° grid spacing for each dihedral angle in the range from 0° to 360° for ф and ω, using Gaussian 09 [60] . At each grid point the deformation energy was calculated with the flexible torsions fixed and the rest of the molecule (i.e. all other torsions, angles and bond lengths) optimised at the MP2/6-31G(d,p) level of theory. Additionally, the conformational energy penalties (ΔE intra ) with respect to the global conformational energy minimum were calculated, keeping the experimental ф and ω torsions fixed, and the rest of the molecule was minimised using the same method as applied for the grid calculations.
Analysis and comparison of crystal structure data
The topologies of HBSs (Table 2) were determined and classified with the programs ADS and IsoTest of the TOPOS package [61] in the manner described by Baburin and Blatov [62] .
Geometrical comparisons between crystal structures were carried with the program XPac [41, 50] . The underlying calculations were based on intermolecular geometrical parameters obtained from all 11 non-H atomic positions of the Pbtl molecule (for details, see Additional file 1: Section 7). In order to minimise effects arising from different molecular conformations, a second set of calculations was performed which was based only on the 1,3,5-pyrimidinetrione unit and the C atoms bonded to ring atom C5.
Additional file
Additional file 1. Details of the preparation of forms V and VI, thermal ellipsoid plots for V and VI, structural information about forms I-III, IR spectra of V and VI, details of PIXEL calculations and XPac comparisons, derived structure model for X. Table 5 Geometric parameters 
